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	dipartimento: Visual Arts
	livello: I
	Campo testo 7: Tecnologia dei materiali -             Materials Technology
	Campo testo 8: 6
	Campo testo 24: abpr30-------------------------
	Corso: Grafica d'arte- Art Graphics
	insegnamento: Tecnologia della carta -  Paper Technology 
	nome docente: Arianna Oddo
	anno di corso: 2nd year
	anno di corso 1: The individual examination aimed at verifying the achievement of the objectives of the training activity will consist in the presentation of the assigned projects, in the analysis of the techniques and contents and in a discussion on the topics covered during the course.
	anno di corso 2: 1nd Semester
	sede lezioni: Palazzo Santa Rosalia, classrooms 1/2
	ore studente: 75 hours
	ore didattica: 75 hours
	Campo testo 21: 2023/2024
	Campo testo 22: Every day from 10.00 to 12.00 by appointment
	sede lezioni 3: arianna.oddo@abapa.education
	Campo testo 17: Today it is certainly difficult to imagine a world without paper. The use of this material, still limited in the fourteenth century, began its widespread diffusion even in the artistic field only from the mid-fifteenth century. The history of papermaking is linked to the progress of processing techniques: from the Chinese technique that involved the manual defibration and threshing of vegetables, we move on to increasingly advanced techniques and technologies. The course aims to acquire the techniques of making handmade paper, an in-depth study of the history of its evolution, knowledge of the various types of paper media used in the artistic field and raising awareness of proper conservation.Part of the teaching activity is dedicated to the practical acquisition of handmade paper production techniques made mainly with cotton, hemp, linen, Manila hemp, esparto and Kozo fibers and the ancient Japanese Washi technique made with the Nagashizuki method; design paths will be developed aimed at understanding the technical - expressive potential of the "paper" material, intended not only as a support but above all as a means of creation.The laboratory activities, useful for understanding / acquiring specific materials and techniques, are aimed above all at strengthening the student's research and personal experimentation.
	Campo testo 23: The course will be structured in design and production activities. Reviews will be carried out periodically and will be scheduled.
	Campo testo 19: 
	Campo testo 20: Students enrolled in the course will be provided with the       articulation detailed didactic program and the recommended       bibliography to refer to.


